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Very few handy things like a compass — and rarely can you find a compass when you need it. Compus is a simple compass app to find your bearings on the go. A clean compass in your pocket, though too simple. Although every iPhone is equipped with the standard Compass app, its accuracy is not
ideal. Compus is an alternative iOS compass app. It uses the phone's word to determine its real-time direction over earth's field. The application is extremely simple, to the point of being quite naked. There is no option to talk about or install to adjust, Compus is basically like a compass is. You can see
your current coordinates and your cardinal orientation. You can also determine the angle at which your current direction forms with the real North. The angle is expressed at the standard level. No other angular units are provided. Compus is free to download, supported by ads that interrupt the compass
every few minutes. Adding insult to injury, many of them have no visible 'escape' button. These leave you with no choice but to exit the app or click on the ad. Where can you run this program? Compus should run seamlessly on any iOS 7 device (or newer versions) equipped with a word. It is also
compatible with retina displays on the iPhone 4. Is there a better alternative? Have. If you need a more feature-rich compass app, you have Altimeter GPS Pro, which also measures altitude and other variables. For a simple compass to navigate, Commander Compass has super useful map
overlays.Compus isn't the worst compass app you can find, but It's more limited than most compass apps on the market. It's hardly an improvement over the built-in iPhone compass app. While handy in a pinch, the user experience around the ad is frustrating. Should you download it? Not. Compus lacks
any special options or features, while there are ads that interrupt normal use. The built-in compass can work well enough. Disney+ is a streaming app for a wide selection of Disney-produced shows. There's a lot of content and a lot of good features, like the ability to download videos. Disney+ is a great
way to watch all your Disney, Marvel, and Star Wars shows in one place. Disney+ is a streaming service that has many classic Disney movies and their remasters available for streaming. This is an app just for Disney content, so you won't find any Warner Brothers anime or assets in the app. Programs
available include The Mandalorian, The Lion King, and other big hits. If you can't stream all your favorite strings at once, you can download them later. You can save an unlimited number of videos over ten devices, allowing you to take the Disney+ experience with you wherever you go. This service is filled
with your favorite classics and characters. It includes popular children's films such as The The Mermaid and High School Musical as well as wider options include Captain Marvel and The Avengers. There is also a child-specific profile to filter any unwanted content. The streaming quality is extremely high
and the selected titles play up to 4K UHD and HDR. You can stream content simultaneously between up to 4 devices. This allows you and your family to enjoy the program without crowding around a screen. Where can you run this program? Disney+ is available for iOS 11.0 or higher or for Android 5.0 or
higher. Is there a better alternative? Not. Disney+ offers nearly all films and series created by Disney. With Netflix, however, you can watch more options,, but it may not have your family's favorite shows and won't have all the same content. Disney+ is a great app for streaming or downloading your
favorite shows from any of their popular brands, such as Star Wars or Marvel. It runs well, looks great, and has a lot of content. Should you download it? Have. If you are a fan of any Disney movie or series and would like to see more, then this app is a must have. If you're still running iOS 4.3.1 and don't
want to update to 4.3.2, here's a guide to jailbreaking your iOS 4.3.1 device. The video above will show you how the whole process works, both on your computer and your iOS device, but here are the steps: Connect your iOS device to your computer. It's always good to back it up before jailbreaking (use
PKGBackup if you already have a jailbroken device and want a more comprehensive backup) in case something went wrong, but before you start with jailbreak you'll want to quit iTunes.Download redsn0w from iPhone Dev-Team, download iOS 4.3.1 IPSW for your particular device , and update to the
latest version of iTunes. It is very important that you download the IPSW file corresponding to your specific iDevice or this will not work. Open the IPSW file with redsn0w and let redsn0w do it. When it is done it will ask you to choose several options before starting the jailbreak process. You will have four
at the bottom of your screen and you really just need to choose first, which is Cydia Settings. If you are not familiar, Cydia is basically the jailbreak app store and you will need it to install jailbreak applications, hacks, extensions, etc. On the next screen, you will be asked to turn off your iDevice and connect
it to your computer, so do it. Then get ready because as soon as you click next, you'll have to do some quick work. To get started, press and hold the power button for three seconds. After three seconds, don't let go and start pressing your home button in 10 seconds. Then 10 seconds have passed, let go
of the power button but not the button Redsn0w will tell you to hold the home button for about 15 seconds but in most cases you will be able to let go a lot sooner. You will because the instructions will disappear and stuff will start to happen. Redsn0w will guide you through this process as it happens so
don't worry about getting the right time. If you screw it up and you'll probably first- you can always try again. Once you're done, you'll see a lot of text appear on your iDevice screen. This is normal. Pretty quickly redsn0w will tell you it's done and you'll just have to wait for things to end up on the iOS
screen. iOS will take a few minutes to complete so be patient. Eventually your device will be ready and it will restart it all on its own. And you're done! You'll find Cydia installed on your home screen (although if you have a lot of apps, you'll need to scroll through the pages to find it). Launch it and you're
ready to go! Don't know what to do next? Check out our jailbreaking tag page for some ideas. For the current set of jailbreaking tutorials, as well as older people, visit our always up-to-date guide to jailbreaking your iOS device. G/O Media can get a Hue Lights commissionPhilips (3-Pack) You can contact
Adam Dachis, author of this post, adachis@lifehacker.com. You can also follow him on Twitter and Facebook. iOS 8.1 is here! The update allows Apple Pay on supported devices, delivers Camera Roll, adds some Ongoing features, and more. Read our previous coverage after the jump. At Apple's big
iPad event today, they came up with a quick preview of iOS 8.1, which will bring a few new... Read more Jailbreak iOS 9 has just been released from the same group of people who brought us jailbreak iOS 8. Like last time, it's also only windows for the time being. Jailbreak works for all devices that
support iOS 9, including the new 6s and 6s Plus. You can download the jailbreak tool here, and we'll update this post with a tutorial once we have the opportunity to run it for ourselves. As usual, you may want to keep a bit of jailbreaking because most tweaks and apps won't be updated for a short time. If
you're curious how jailbreak will be for others, it might be a good idea to keep an eye on this Reddit topic. An important WWDC speech has come and gone and with it we've got to take a look at what iOS 6 will have to offer iOS users this fall. If you jailbreak you may have wondered what iOS 6 would
mean to you. We've been jailbreaking our iPhones, iPads, and iPod touches for years to get ahold of some features that Apple just can't or doesn't want to offer us yet. Every year and with each new release of iOS Apple will close the gap This year is no exception and Apple has given us a few things that
previously we could only achieve through jailbreak like FaceTime over the net. But what are we doing enough? Will iOS 6 leave just as much jailbreak needs? I think so and this is why. Jailbreak concept apple should perform in iOS 6 Theme and a new homepage The home screen on iPhone and iPad
hasn't changed much in the majority since the notion of iOS. We're here at iMore though maybe it was time for a new home screen or at least a refresh. iOS 6 will, at least aesthetically, be almost identical to iOS 5 and every previous iOS visit minus some minor visual improvements to the menu bars from
what we can say. If you love the functionality that iOS has to offer but are fed up with the same interface and design, you'll still need jailbreak to solve that problem. Quick reply One of the biggest requests we always receive and something on most people's iOS container list is a quick reply to texting.
Unfortunately, there is no mention of adding a quick reply feature. If you want to be able to have a better handle on the message and how you interact with it, you will most likely still need to jailbreak iOS 6 to do so. The iOS 6 Innovation Notification Center does not bring some additions to the Notification
Center that we previously could only receive through jailbreaking. One of the biggest is the addition of Do Not Disturb. Do not disturb will do something simliar with what LockInfo and IntelliscreenX have been doing to the jailbreak community for quite some time. You'll be able to choose not to disturb when
you don't want to be bothered by notifications. Your notifications will still go through your iPhone or iPad, but your screen will stay off and no notification sounds will be play. It looks like this feature will be all or nothing though, and you don't have the ability to choose which notifications you want and which
notifications you don't want. It's great to see more control and the option to turn off notifications only for games or phone calls only if you want. Siri Improvements While we wanted to see Apple actually open the Siri API to developers, we figured that wouldn't happen. However, Apple has made some great
improvements to Siri that may be good enough for some. Siri won't just come to the iPad, she'll be able to launch the app on her own, send you tweets, and provide you with restaurant and sports data without actually entering a specific app manually. We'll also see features like Eyes Free start to pop up
as well as other tweaks and improvements. Developers can't bend Siri to their will yet, but iOS will add more to this technology. Multitastasm and better gestures While Apple's new Macbook lines will see new gestures and multitascies, there's not much to say about the iPhone or iPad, and iOS 6 has
added any new functionality in that area that might mean there won't be any functionality. If you like to use apps like Zephyr and have grown used to having more than what Apple gave you stock, you probably won't be happy without your jailbreak when it comes to gestures. Improve messages While not
having too much added when it comes to original iOS messages, we've received the addition of VIP inboxes that allow you to create custom lists and messages from those people that will be filtered into the VIP area of your inbox. No mention has been made of better filters, color-encrypted messages or,
sadly, more signature e-mails. The following is something that many users have wanted for a long time now. At this point, it's pretty much a necessity for most if you manage your work, home, and other e-mail accounts from your iPhone and iPad. So if this is something you can't live without, you'll still
need to depend on apps like Mail Enhancer to get the job done. Update: Some users are reporting that screenshots displayed in important speech made actually display multiple message signatures. We'll let you know once we can verify this. Better folder options This is another area that may have used
some improvements and seen nothing. The ability to nest folders inside folders is something many jailbroken and stock users have been asking for since the first folder cropped up in iOS stock. The annoying caps and the fact that they are different on iPhones and iPads make it difficult to organize
devices the same way. I can fit 20 games inside a folder on my iPad while I can only fit 12 in one folder on my iPhone. I wanted a familiar feel and streamlined work process when switching between the two and the folder issue put a damper on it. For now, jailbreak applications like Folder Enhancer and
Infinifolders will continue to be indispensable for many. Conclusion Although WWDC 2012 has brought some nice additions to iOS and we have a lot to look forward to this fall, I have the feeling many users will also expect a new jailbreak for iOS 6 just as much. Without the addition of quick replies, better
directory functionality, improved mail, and some other much-needed screening, jailbreak will probably still be a necessity for many. We've had a lot of time from now on and when the official version of iOS 6 drops this fall. Last year iOS 5 was jailbroken even in its beta phase and jailbreak devs had plenty
of time to release the beta jailbreak tool for developers to work out kinks before the official release. When iOS 6 drops this fall, how much will you wait for a jailbreak tool before updating? Anyone planning to take stock on iOS 6 and give up their jailbreak? Let us know! Additional resources: iMore WWDC
2012 live insurance notification center was Not Disturbed and reminded me later facetime feature over mobile network is operating in iOS 6 We can earn a commission for the purchase using our links. Learn more. More. More.
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